
Home
Finding home in God. Creating home for others.



10 Years Ago...

In 2014, a group of 20 started a new church on Roosevelt Island. We
would have never imagined what God would do in us, through us, and
even in spite of us. As we reflect on the past 10 years, we turn our eyes,
hearts, resources, and prayers to the next 10, asking the question, “God,
what would you have me give to help create a spiritual home for myself
and others?” 01



Post Covid-19 Trends 

90% of church communities are
either growing or closing. For
most churches, the future is
uncertain.

Minimal Stabilization
1

(1981-1995) Millenials are the
core of the American church. 

Millienials2

(1996-2010) Gen Z is a
significant voice shaping the
church. 

Gen Z3

Disicipleship now includes of a
variety of digital components.

Digital 4

@mosaicrinyc
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Post Covid-19 Trends 

Consistent volunteerism has
decreased.

Volunteerism5

The demands of pastoral care
have increased drastically.

Pastoral Care6

Transiency has increased around
the country, most specifically in
global cities.

Transiency7

@mosaicrinyc
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A Cultural Problem

Renter’s mentality is often described as a mindset that is short- sighted
and self-focused. It is a mindset that is consumed with where “I” will be
in the future? and what ”I” must have to get there, and thus struggles
to establish owner-like investment in the present.

Renter’s Mentality

Renter’s mentality often coincides with something we call “survival
mode”. With this mentality, self-preservation becomes priority and we
miss out on the thriving and Shalom that God says is available to us
when we are able to focus on the well-being of others and having a high
ownership in our present community.

Survival Mode
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A Spiritual Solution: 
Creating Home

Over the next two years Mosaic Church will continue to give
generously to create environments where congregants can experience
the presence of God and learn about an embodied way of living in New
York that is best summed up by “abidance”, or finding home in God’s
love.

Home In God

Jesus says that those who give their lives away for him, will find them.
We believe that our maturation as Christians is intricately linked to
helping others find home in God. Thus, Mosaic will enter into a focused
season of stewarding our resources to create home for others, trusting
we will thrive as well.

Home For Others
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1 million
dollars over
two years

We sense that God has the Mosaic
family at an inflection point: where
what we do in this season may have
ripple effects for the next decade or
more. Sacrificial generosity now, in a
time of scarcity and transiency, has the
ability to mark our community as one
of Faith as a God of provision works on
our behalf for years to come.

Marked By Generosity 

@mosaicrinyc
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A Spiritual Solution

@mosaicrinyc

Mosaic Church NYC

An international, justice-oriented, church family that is strategically creating
home for internationals, young adults, and the next generation around NYC.

The Mosaic Community Center

The community development ministry of Mosaic Church NYC that focuses on
caring for, learning from, and creating home for the unhoused, migrant neighbor,

and the most vulnerable of NYC.

The Mosaic Collective

The Church planting ministry of Mosaic Church NYC that focuses on starting
new justice-oriented churches around the country, while helping provide critical

rest and resources to pastors.
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Environment updates in
the chapel

Capital expenses for
Sunday night youth
services

Digital footprint and
presence

Staffing (Right-sizing
staffing for healthy
growth)

Staffing- Adding staff for
Mosaic kids and students 

Environmental updates
to storage/hospitality
ministry 

Mosaic Church
NYC

@mosaicrininyc
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$450,000

Environmental updates
to children’s space



Staffing- Coordinator Savings for larger mulit-
purpose space in the
future 

Building updates for
children’s environment &
aesthetics

Staffing- Grant Writer

Digital foot print and
presence

Formalized partnership
with City Relief

Mosaic Community
Center

@mosaiccommunitycenter

mosaiccommunitycenter.org 09

$280,000

Increased Programming-
ESL, Job Readiness,
Youth



Staffing- Catalyst Digital foot print and
presence

Programming- Digital
trainings

Half the Church- Grants
for women in ministry 

The Mosaic
Collective

@themosaiccollective

mosaiccollective.church

$240,000

New Churches- Grants
for new Mosaic
Collective Church plants

Programming- In-person
training and renewal
events
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Income Streams

Mosaic Church NYC
individuals and families

Internal (200K)1

Mosaic extended family and
friends from around the
world

External (375K)2

Foundations (425K)3

@mosaicrinyc

Foundations and grants
willing to fuel the church, the
center, or the collective
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Faith-Filled Steps

Over the next 8 weeks, we ask
you would pray, “God, what
would you have me give?”

Pray1

Host a vision dinner, where you
open up your space to
congregants, or those who may
be intersted in Mosaic’s future.

Host2

Pledge3

@mosaicrinyc

On June 9th, we will end our
sermon series with a “Pledge
Sunday” where our Mosaic
congregants will fill out pledge
cards.
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575 Main Street
Apt 513
New York, NY 10044

Mailing :

201-746-5149

Phone Number :

info@mosaicchurch.nyc

Email :


